


Now this is it: Or at most so:



We have high problem of pollution.. 
in Italy as in the rest of World !



1° HIGHT POLLUTION

2° FEW E.V.  
CHARGING POINTS

3° ELECTRIC RECHARGE    
FROM FOSSIL SOURCES

 TODAY’S PROBLEMS..



“Today, the transition to 
electric mobility is not 
supported by the 
production of energy 
from renewable sources 
for charging cars”

“This transition is 
useless if electric 
vehicles are charged 
with fossil energy”



Consequences

air quality problems will not be sufficiently solved
without a transition in road transport

frequent traffic restrictions to the most polluting vehicles as 
emergency measures to mitigate more critical pollution levels

despite the large preference of consumers 44% for electric vehicles with low 
environmental impact, a significant 48% is discouraged by the lack of public 

recharging points



ECONOMIC ADVANTAGES

E-Charge Providers

End Users



LAMPNET 
AMBITIOUS 

GOALS

Expected Results:

Short period

Medium period

Long period

Top-up infrastructure:
- Realization of an efficient and widespread charging network
- achieve EU 2020 targets
- Support the Municipalities in the provision of public utility 
service
Users of electric vehicles:
- facilitate all current users
- to encourage the transition to electric mobility for all future users      
(citizens, public administrations, companies, etc.)
- Reduction cost of KWh for E.V. charging scope, with implicit 
advantages for end users

Environment:
- Reduce transport CO2 emissions
- Improving air quality (PM10, NOx)
- Contribute to the decarbonisation of the economy
- Maximization of economic results also for the E-Charge Providers

Forward-looking vision



MARKET 
TRENDS

Huge infrastructure 
development:

from 1 million in 2014 to 2.7 million 
in e-charging points expected by the 
end of 2020 (Source: IHS)

Future development of technology:
- Use and maximization of green energy for recharging purposes
- Development of induction charging solutions.
- At 2020 only 15 minutes will be enough to recharge the battery (source 
Porsche, Volkswagen group

The Charging Infrastructure



Innovative PV-Kit to applies at existing street lamps
for urban restyling and renewable energy production 





LampNet System  is composed 
of 2 principal parts:

PHOTOVOLTAIC COVER KIT
&

MULTIFUNCTION SERVICE LAMP

E-SPEED BUMP «HYBRID»
SUPERFICIAL PHOTOVOLTAIC 

+ 
PIEZOELECTRIC SUBSTRATE



Tech Spec of Road Speed Bump 

It produces renewable energy both
through a superficial layer of
photovoltaic than from the passage
of the electric vehicles through a
piezoelectric system. The energy
produced is transferred to adjacent
lamps for charge the lithium
batteries useful for charging
electric vehicles. The surplus
energy is fed into the grid's
electricity system for urban
consumption.



With installation of n.2 speed bump from 20mq,
we can produces renewable energy as an
photovoltaic plant of around 80/90,00 kWp,
through an average crossing of less then 25-35
vehicles in a minute.

And when we don’t have any vehicular crossing
we can produce at same with an superficial
substrate of photovoltaic.

The LampNet 
E-Speed Bump 

It’s also useful as a connection bridge and electric 
crossing,  front of street, thus avoiding 
undergrounds excavations and aerial crossings.





Numerous
service of

public utility
with a new 

solution 
“ALL IN ONE”

Renewable energy

Traffic control

Telecommunications

Security cam

Interactive terminals

Telemanagements

Storage systems



Smart Grid infrastructure able to develop Autonomous Driving

Our conception of driving will change

Safety:
93% accidents > human errors
60% accidents > only one vehicle
2,5% US GDP   > economic cost

- Costs: 90% reduction in accident 
costs
- Free time: +250 hours of free 
time per year
- Space: Slower urban traffic 
(-30%) and parking cost savings
- Emissions: Widely reduced 
polluting emissions

5G 4G
Digital Electricity

Autonomous Drive



Charging for electric vehicles 

Street lighting costs reduction

Innovative photovoltaic modules in the cover kit-custom solutions

Lithium batteries to  energy storage

Digital electrcity connection  in Smart grid

Conectivity service 4G / 5G, internet service provider 

Payment trough prepaid cards and smartphones 

Integrated IOT

Info city service - info traffic- ticket parking 

Big data for environmental and meteorological monitoring

SOS emergency button with warning to urban safety agencies

Video surveillance cameras / Security cam

Mapping system to get to the nearest charging point   

Network of communication and interconnection 
that transforms a simple street lamp… 

in a multi-function operations center, principally 
dedicated as E.V. charging point

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
LAMPNET SYSTEM



Capillarization of electric charging points

Electric vehicles will be charged with renewable energy and not fossil fuels

Multifunctionality, providing all the services that can be integrated with Lampnet from renewable 
sources (wi.fi, lighting, data collection, telephone repeaters, securitycam, etc.)

Grid balancing, use of storage batteries to compensate grid electricity peaks

Use of storage batteries in compensation of eventual energetic black-out 

Certainty of  data communication directly “on road” in support of the autonomous driving

Touch-screens can be used to issue public order information and/or for marketing advertising

Remote body-temperature scan, especially require to fight the COVID pandemic.

Competitive 
Advantages



*The indicated price  regarding the supply of LampNet Kit  for n.5 street lamp + 2 energy speed bump (to around 40 mq) *

LampNet Payback: 3 years
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